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Figure 1. Change in population by city-size groups. 
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A drive down main street in many North Dakota cities re
veals many vacant stores, marginally profitable businesses, 
and decaying buildings. Although this condition is the result 
of a long-term trend, the stressful times of the 1980s have 
accentuated and speeded the process of rural decline. 

Businesses in these rural communities have been linked 
with agricultural production activities for many years. 
Research indicates an increase in retail activity during the 
1970s "farm boom" (Stone, 1987; Coon and Leistritz, 
1987), but since 1980 this trend appears to have reversed. 
Decreased farm population, the farm financial crisis, and a 
sharp drop in energy activity have been identified as the 
most obvious causes of decline in rural communities' retail 
activity (Leistritz et ai., 1987; Stone , 1987). 

In addition relative income levels, population character
istics, Improved transportation, and changing consumer 
tastes and buying preferences have influenced retail sales 
activity. These elements have contributed to changing trade 
patterns over time and across geographic regions . 

This summary is part of a project initiated in Indiana , 
Iowa, and North Dakota to (1) identify communities that 
have successful ongoing programs to improve their retail 
business districts and (2) determine the characteristics that 
distinguish them from less successful communities. The in
tent of th is phase of the research was to compile data and 
summarize recent changes in population, taxable sales (tax
able sales and taxable purchases), and market share and to 
derive pull factors for communities in North Dakota having a 
previously completed trade area study. 

Co mmunities with a 1980 population over 200 (199 such 
communities) were divided into six population size groups 
and examined for the years 1980 through 1986. Counties 
also were summarized geographically by the e ight state 
planning regions . Secondary data from the No rth Dakota 
Tax Department and the U .S . Bureau of the Census were 
used for the analysis. 

This summary is organized in two major sections. First, 
population, taxable sales, pull factors, and market shares 
are discussed for cities in six population size groups. Then 
the same attributes (except p ull factors) are summarized by 

POPUlATION CHANGES 
Migration from rural areas and small towns to larger urban 

cities is a trend that has been occurring for some time. In 
1950 only about 19 percent of North Dakota residents lived 
in cities with populations over 10,000, but by 1986 over 40 
percent lived in such cities. From another perspective, half 
the state's residents lived on farms or in cities with less than 
200 population in 1950, but by 1986 this proportion had 
decreased to less than one-third. 

Nine cities in North Dakota had a population over 10,000 
in 1980. Together these communities comprised 39 percent 
of the state's total population. This group showed the largest 
percentage growth (8 percent) between 1980 and 1986 
(Figure 1). The total state population , by comparison grew 
by 4 percent during this period. 

Cities with a population between 2,500 and 10,000 in 
1980 also exhibited positive population growth, but cities 
with less than 2 ,500 popula tion declined during this time 
period. 

t+>;1 1980 



TAXABLE SALES 
Similar shifts can be seen regarding taxable sales receipts 

by city size group . While constituting about 39 percent of the 
population in 1980, cities with a pop ulation over 10,000 ac
counted for over 60 percent of the taxable sales in the state 
in 1980 and about 70 percent in 1986 (Figure 2). Cities with 
populations of 2,500 to 10,000 had a slight decrease in their 
market share, while the smaller towns' market share de
creased in a range from 16 percent to 26 percent. 

The retail sectors of smaller cities are experiencing a 
greater share of the economic downturn than cities in the 
two largest size groups . This indicates that people are being 
drawn to larger regional retail centers , not only as a place to 
live and work , but as a place having more choices of pro
ducts on which to spend their retail dollars . 

Retail taxable sales for 1980-1986 were inflated to 1986 
constant dollars using the consumer price index to facilitate 
comparison of real purchasing power between time periods. 
This conversion reveals that cities in all size groups showed a 
decrease in real taxable sales between 1980 and 1986 (Fig
ure 3) . While nominal spending for towns over 10,000 in
creased 21.4 percent, real spending decreased by 8.8 per
cent when inflation is considered. Real retail sales activity 
decreased for all size groups and , in fact, decreased state
wide by nearly 17 percent between 1980 and 1986. Larger 
cities were not as severely affected by this decrease, but 
decreases of 31 percent to 38 percent for towns under 
2,500 clearly affected individual retailers in those com
munities. 

PULL FACTORS 
Trade area capture (TAC) analysis was used to estimate 

the number of consumer equivalents purchasing taxable 
merchandise in a particular city's trade area . TAC incorpor
ates county and state per capita income and local and state 
expenditure factors that affect a community's trade area. 

The underlying assumption of TAC is that local tastes and 
preferences, after adjusting for differences in per capita in
come, are similar to the state's (HarriS, 1984) . 

Pull factor analysis was used to estimate the portion of 
consumer equivalents doing business in a particular city. It is 
derived by diViding the trade area capture by the trade area 
~opulation. A. trade area's population consists of popula 
ti~n~ of the City, surrounding townships, and other cities 
wlthm the trade area boundaries. 

Dividing T AC by trade area population enables estimation 
of changes in pull factors net of trade area population 
changes. This factor indicates the degree to which a com
munity is capturing the taxable sales expenditures of trade 
area residents and indicates more or less per capita spending 
in a local community than that of the state average . 

Trade area capture estimates and pull factors were deriv
ed for over 100 North Dakota communities for 1980 and 
1986. Trade area capture and pull factors are not available 
for cities with population over 10,000 (with the exception of 
Jamestown) . 

Trends in a community's ability to attract retail trade are il 
lustrated by comparing 1980 and 1986 pull factors . Pull fac
tors for all population size groups analyzed declined bet
ween 1980 and 1986. Cities with populations of 2 ,500 to 
10,000 exhibited an average decrease in their pull factor of 
10 percent (Figure 4). 

Towns between 500 and 2,500 population revealed per
centage decreases in their pull factor of between 20 percent 
and 29 percen t, while the pull factor in towns under 500 
? eclined only about 8 percent between the two years . This is 
In contrast to a study of Nebraska cities by Johnson and 
Young (1987) who found that pull factors for cities under 
500 declined about 33 percent between 1980 and 1986. 
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Figure 2. Market share of taxable sales by city-size group. 
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Figure 3. Changes in selected attributes by city-size 
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Figure 4. Pull factors by city·slze group. 

Decrease in retail sales activity revealed by the decline in 
pull factors in cities less than 10 ,000 population is an indica
tion of the shifts in retail trade patterns . Unfortunately, no 
trade areas are defined for the larger cities , so a direct com
parison of pull factors cannot be made . However, examin
ing market share of the various size groups (figs. 2 and 3) in
dicates that losses incurred by smaller cities in the state were 
offset by gains in taxable sales by the larger, regional trade 
centers . 

REGIONAL ANALYSIS 
Population, nominal and deflated taxable sa les, market 

share, and per capita income data were compiled for North 
Dakota counties . Not surprisingly, these data show a decline 
in most indicators for the western and centra l regions of the 
state. The following series of graphs (figs . 5-8) illustrate 
these trends. 

According to census estimates , between 1984 and 1986 
the state lost about 10,000 residents , the equivalent of a city 
of the size of West Fargo or Wahpeton . Six regions (all ex
cept 4 and 5) lost population, and the four western regions 
lost a total of almost 9,400 residents . Decline in energy
related activity is the most prominent reason for the western 
regions' economic and demographic performance, but 
decline in farm income also played an important role. 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
Continued trade leakage, while not a new phenomena, 

causes stressful situations for smaller retail centers in the 
state. They continue to have difficulty maintaining an econ
omically viable main street that is able to serve the basic 
needs of its residents. As trade volume continues to slip, 
both nominally and in deflated terms, minimum economic 
thresholds are reached for individual bUSinesses, which are 
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Figure 5. Change in regional population. 
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Figure 6. Change In regional nominal sales. 

then forced to close. The main street nucleus deteriorates, 
and shoppers are forced to shop at other, larger trade 
centers for their basic needs. Trade volume drops even fur
ther as a town's "pulling power" erodes. Not aU small cities 
have experienced this erosion; some have been able to 
maintain or increase their sales volume and remain viable. 
However, this is usually at the expense of neighboring cities. 
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